
Saturday 27 May,  2017

Intratextuality: Augustan Receptions
10.00 – 11.00

Chair: Christine Perkell

andrew laird (Brown university), “reflections of ovid and virgil in the Structure of
the Culex”.

Philip hardie (university of cambridge), “augustan and late antique intratextual-
ity: virgil’s Aeneid and Prudentius’ Psychomachia”.

Seneca: Prose and Poetry
11.00 – 12.00

Chair: David Konstan

christopher trinacty (oberlin college), “intertext to intratext in Senecan Prose and
Poetry”.

Stavros frangoulidis (aristotle university of thessaloniki), “re-appropriating iphi-
genia in Seneca’s Troades”.

Lunch

12.00 – 14.00

Neronian Intratextual Poetics 

14.00 – 15.00

Chair: Richard Hunter

david Konstan (new york university), “Praise and flattery in the latin epic: a case
of intratextuality”.

evangelos Karakasis (university of ioannina & aristotle university of thessaloniki),
“lucan’s intra/inter-textual Poetics: deconstructing ‘voice’ in Bellum Civile”.

Flavian Epic Intratexts

15.00 – 16.00

Chair: Alison Keith

Gianpiero rosati (Scuola normale Superiore, Pisa), “transmedia intertextuality: fla-
vian Poetry between text, image and reality”.

alessandro Barchiesi (new york university), “the trojan War will not take Place:
fragmentary intratextuality in Statius’ Achilleid”.

Coffee Break

16.00 – 16.30
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16.30 – 17.30

Chair: Michèle Lowrie

therese fuhrer (ludwig-maximilians-universität münchen), “on the economy 
of ‘Sending and receiving information’ in roman historiography”. 

ulrike egelhaaf-Gaiser (universität Göttingen), “roman riddles for Attic Nights: 
intratextual feasting with aulus Gellius (N.A. 18,2 and 18,13)”.

Closing Lecture
17.30 – 18.00

Chair: Stephen Harrison

richard hunter (university of cambridge), “fragmentary thoughts on unity”.

Closing Remarks
Stephen harrison

Conference Dinner
20.30
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r
ecent years have witnessed an increased interest
of classical studies in the ways meaning is gen-
erated through the medium of intertextuality,

namely how different texts of the same or different au-
thors communicate and interact with each other. at-
tention (although on a lesser scale) has also been paid
to the manner in which meaning is produced through in-
terfaces between various parts of the same text with-
in the overall production of a single author, namely in-
tratexts. taking a leaf out of the seminal volume on In-

tratextuality: Greek and Roman Textual Relations, edit-
ed by alison Sharrock and helen morales (oxford
2000), which largely sets the theoretical framework for
internal associations within classical texts, the confer-
ence will address issues of intratextuality in latin poetry
and prose. of interest will also be the ways in which the
poetics of intratextuality are received by later authors
within the same genre or not, i.e. a combination of in-
tertextual and intratextual poetics.

Program
Thusday 25 May,  2017

Registration 16.00 – 16.30 

Welcome Speeches 16.30 – 17.00

theodore Papanghelis
organizing committee

franco montanari and antonios rengakos
General editors, Trends in Classics

manos dimitrakopoulos
Welfare foundation for Social and cultural affairs (KiKPe)

Opening Speech

17.00 – 17.30 

Chair: Richard Janko

alison Sharrock (university of manchester), “how do we read a (W)hole?: dubi-
ous thoughts about the cognitive turn”.

Lyric Poetry and Epigram

17.30 – 19.30 

Chair: Theodore Papanghelis

Gail trimble (university of oxford), “echoes and reflections in catullus’ long
Poems”.

laurel fulkerson (florida State university), “Credula Spes: tibullan hope and the
future of elegy”.

Jacqueline fabre-Serris (université lille 3), “intratextuality and intertextuality in
the Corpus Tibullianum (8-18)”. 

christer henriksén (uppsala university), “inside epigram. intratextuality in mar-
tial’s Epigrammaton libri”.

Reception

19.30 – 21.30 

Friday 26 May,  2017

Lucretius and Vergil: Prehistory and Closure
10.00 – 12.00

Chair: Philip Hardie

George Kazantzidis (university of Patras), “intratextuality and closure: the end of
lucretius’ De Rerum Natura”.

martin Korenjak (universität innsbruck), “contradictions and doppelgängers: the
Prehistory of virgil’s two voices”.

alison Keith (university of toronto), “Pascite boves, submittite tauros: oxen and
cattle in the vergilian corpus”.

christine Perkell (emory university), “intratextual resonances in Aeneid 12”.

Lunch
12.00 – 14.00

Horace: Intratextual Poetics
14.00 – 16.00

Chair: Jacqueline Fabre-Serris

chrysanthe tsitsiou-chelidoni (aristotle university of thessaloniki), “horace’s ‘Per-
sona<l> Problems’. on continuities and discontinuities in Poetry and in classi-
cal Scholarship”.

Wolfgang Kofler (universität innsbruck), “the Whole and its Parts. interactions of
Writing and reading Strategies in horace’s Carmina”.

michèle lowrie (university of chicago), “the tropology of civil War in horace, Odes 3.6”.

Stephen harrison (university of oxford), “linking horace’s lyric finales: Odes 1.38,
2.20 and 3.30”.

Coffee Break

16.00 – 16.30

Intratextual Ovid: The Case of Elegy  

16.30 – 18.30

Chair: Alessandro Barchiesi

tristan franklinos (university of oxford), “ovid, Ex Ponto 4: an intratextually co-
hesive Book”.

Giuseppe la Bua (Sapienza, università di roma), “intratextual readings in ovid’s
Heroides”.

thea Selliaas thorsen (norwegian university of Science and technology), “intra-
textuality in ovid’s Heroides 18-19”.

Stephen heyworth (university of oxford), “Some Polyvalent intratextualities in
ovid’s Fasti”.


